
1. adjective 2. plural noun

3. subordinate clause beginning with ‘because’

4. adverbial phrase (manner)

5. statement 6. -ed verb

7. subordinate clause beginning with ‘although’

8. question

9. determiner + single noun

10. noun phrase (at least three words long)

11. exclamation

12. subordinate clause beginning with ‘after’ 13. -ed verb

14. determiner + noun

15. noun phrase (at least three words long)

16. preposition 17. determiner + singular noun

18. proper noun

It was Saturday and the     dōjō was filled with       . 

They were all gathered in the hall              .  

               , Wataru stood up and announced,  

“           ” Everyone       ; they 

couldn’t believe it! 

        , Wataru tried to think of a plan.  

‘        ’ he thought to himself. From inside  

          , Wataru withdrew a  

           .   

“         ” exclaimed Fusahira. “I’m sure that will help us 

to solve the problem.” 

        , Wataru           on 

                         . He decided that everything was back to normal 

until he noticed              . ‘I suppose I had better 

hide that            ,’ he thought to himself. 

When it was hidden, Wataru asked        to gather the 

students back in the hall. It was time to resume the lesson.

A Surprising Day at the Dōjō 
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1. adjective 2. plural noun 3. subordinate clause 
beginning with ‘because’

4. adverbial phrase 
(manner)

5. statement 6. –ed verb

7. subordinate clause 
beginning with ‘although’

8. question 9. determiner + singular 
noun

10. noun phrase (at least 
three words long)

11. exclamation 12. subordinate clause 
beginning with ‘after’

13. –ed verb 14. determiner + noun 15. noun phrase (at least 
three words long)

16. preposition 17. determiner + singular 
noun

18. proper noun

Grammatical Features
Complete each box with an example of the grammatical feature shown.
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